# Program Offerings

## DOCTORAL PROGRAMS
- **Biological Sciences**
- **Business Administration**
- **Community College Leadership / Online**
- **Engineering**
- **English**
- **Higher Education**
- **History**
- **Industrial & Computational Mathematics**
- **Mathematics Education**
- **Nursing**
- **Psychometrics**
- **Public Health**
- **Science Education**
- **Social Work**
- **Urban Educational Leadership**
- **Transportation and Urban Infrastructure Systems**

## MASTER'S PROGRAMS
- **African-American Studies**
- **Architecture**
- **Bioinformatics**
- **Business Administration / Online**
- **City & Regional Planning**
- **Community College Leadership / Online**
- **Economics**
- **Education Administration & Supervision**
- **Engineering**
- **Electrical Engineering**
- **English**
- **Higher Education Administration**
- **History**
- **Hospitality Management**
- **International Studies**
- **Journalism**
- **Landscape Architecture**
- **Master of Arts in Teaching**
- **Mathematics**
- **Mathematics Education**
- **Museum Studies & Historical Preservation**
- **Music**
- **Nursing**
- **Professional Accountancy**
- **Project Management**
- **Psychometrics**
- **Public Health**
- **Science (Biology/Chemistry/Physics)**
- **Science Education**
- **Social Work**
- **Sociology**
- **Transportation**

## CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
- **Project Management / Online**
- **Bioinformatics**
- **Cyber Security**
- **Museum Studies & Historical Preservation**
- **Psychometrics**

---

For additional information:

**VOICE:** (443) 885-3185  
**FAX:** (443) 885-8226  
**INTERNET:** [WWW.MORGAN.EDU](http://WWW.MORGAN.EDU)  
**EMAIL:** [GRADAPPLY@MORGAN.EDU](mailto:GRADAPPLY@MORGAN.EDU)

---

*FALL ADMISSIONS ONLY*  
*GRE ONLY*  
*GRE OR GMAT*  
*WRITING SAMPLE*  
*RESUME REQUIRED*